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Looking back on the period of 2000-2020 conjures up a gloomy picture of U.S. global
leadership: from the unilateral war of Bush and the failed multilateralism of Obama to the
unilateral sanctions of Trump. In 2021, Biden will become president of the U.S. What does
this mean for the future of U.S. global leadership?

Our observations
•

Biden will attempt to counter China by building new alliances. After the signing of the RCEP trade deal in Asia,
Biden suggested that the U.S. has to find other (democratic) allies for a new trade deal (similar to the TransPacific Partnership quit by Trump).

•

Both the European Commission and Biden are supportive of a new EU-US agenda for global change.

•

Biden will return to the 2015 Paris climate agreement. He has also vowed to cooperate internationally to reduce
fossil fuel subsidies.

•

Biden will rejoin the World Health Organization and has pledged to cooperate more closely with the United
Nations.

•

Biden promises he will call for a global summit to pressure tech companies to reform their practices around
privacy and surveillance.

•

Biden has called NATO the “single most important military alliance in the history of the world”.

•

Biden wants to convene all democratic countries in a “Summit for Democracy” to discuss three major themes:
corruption, authoritarianism, human rights.
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Connecting the dots
If we look back to the period of 2000-2020, we can identify
different types of U.S. global leadership. From 2000 to 2008,
the global leadership of Bush may be characterized as
“unilateral destabilization”. The “Bush Doctrine” refers to his
principle of unilateralism (i.e. going it alone). Bush withdrew
from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty and did not seek United
Nations legitimization for the invasion of Iraq. From 2008 to
2016, the global leadership of Obama may be characterized
as “sabotaged multilateralism”. Obama struck a deal with
Iran about its nuclear program and was close to signing the
historic Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal. However, Trump
withdrew from both of them. From 2016 to 2020, the global
leadership of Trump may be characterized as “unilateral
sanctions”. Trump’s unilateral threats, sanctions and trade
wars affected both adversaries (China, Iran) and allies (EU,
Japan).
How should we characterize the global leadership of Biden?
It depends on how likely Biden’s strategy of multilateralism
(see observations) is to succeed. If Biden, for instance, strikes
a deal with the EU on China or devises an alternative global
trade deal, he may succeed where Obama failed. However,
it is more likely that Biden’s multilateralism will reap even
fewer rewards than Obama’s. Most importantly, the EU is
unlikely to agree to U.S. demands to counter China, whereas a

global trade deal at the scale of RCEP is unlikely given Biden’s
electoral promises around trade. Such “strategic impasses”
could render Biden a mere caretaker when it comes to U.S.
global leadership, although smaller “multilateral wins” are
likely (e.g. the Paris Agreement, WHO).
When a “strategic impasse” turns Biden into a caretaker, we
should draw on what the previous decades of U.S. global
leadership have taught us. The U.S. chose to unilaterally
destabilize a region, then failed to reach its goals through
multilateralism, then chose to unilaterally pressure both its
adversaries and its allies, and then, in our scenario, again
failed to realize its goals through multilateralism. To be sure,
there is also an ideological force at play –both Republican
presidents opted for unilateralism and both Democratic
presidents opted or will opt for multilateralism.
However, there is a deeper force at play as well. It is
the decline of U.S. global leadership: from unilateral
destabilization, to failed multilateralism, to unilateral
sanctions, back to failed multilateralism. The main question
is how other powers will react. In different elements of the
global order (e.g. trade, human rights, environment), different
powers (e.g. China, Europe) will attempt to lead in this new
world.

Implications
•

•

The domestic political situation will dampen Biden’s ability to fulfill his ambitions. The
U.S. is not merely “polarized” between two camps. Instead, there is a four-way struggle
(that resembles European politics with multiparty parliaments) between progressive/farleftist Democrats, moderate Democrats, nationalist/far-right Republicans and moderate
Republicans. It will make governing the U.S. much more difficult, as its political system is,
contrarily to European countries, not built for such a struggle.
China could stand to benefit from Biden’s America. However, if Biden succeeds in bringing
about a grand multilateral program aimed at countering Chinese influence (e.g. Transatlantic
policy, a global trade deal), the odds of a Western front against China will grow significantly.
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